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University Research and the Semester System 

 
 
Pashto transcript: 

 
 student کې Peshawar University زه مطلب being a teacher, a studentم، مطلب مھ

 University of دلته چې زه راغلمه. کاوهteachingومه، بيا پيشاور کې ما ھلته 
Massachusetts ته، دلته ما teaching او , students  او مطلب education system 

observe که دلته نو ډير لوی difference دی د دې څای educationه کې او زمونږ 
educationکې  .  

  
 ډير researchدلته . ی وشresearch مقصد دا دی چې educationد زما چې څومره خيال دی، 

  . کېUniversity of Massachusetts زيات کيږی په
Peshawar University  کې چرته چې زه student ،ومه، نو ھلته چې کوم دی research 

 له، او students ورکې degreesمطلب .  ھلته نه ووyou can say ،researchمطلب، 
maybe لکه د ھر چا خپل prioritiesه  وي، ھلت students چې کوم دیstudents degree 

 نه studentsدلته چې کوم دی . ئ ھغوی چې څه کول غواړی، ھغه کواخلی، بيا د ھغې نه پس
 وکې، څه نوی research کې مطلب higher education کيږي، چې ھغوی expectمطلب دا 

 .خو ھلته دا څيز نشته دی . to do something newڅيز، 
 

Most of the universities نه صرف Peshawar University بس زه به اوويمه چې دکې  
 throughout Pakistan same is the case دی universities نورې چې کوم پيشاور په شان

there .  
  

 observe کې دا ما University of Massachusetts کې مطلب صرف دلته په Americaخو 
 کې university کيږی، د دی مطلب دا دی چې په ھره researchکه، مطلب چې دلته څومره 

researchاو .  کيږیresearch I think should be the aim and purpose of 
education. . This is what I think 

 
Peshawar University کې چې کوم دی ھغه semester system شته دی په څه 

departmentsوس نوی چې کوم ا.  کې خو ھغه ټولو کې نشته universities introduce شوی
 شوی، introduce خيبر پښتونخوا کې نورې seven, eight universitiesدی، مطلب 
establish شوی دی، ھلته چې کوم دی semester systemمطلب زه به درته دا  ھلتهآھه،.  دی 
، دلته چې کوم دی I don’t know exactly ھم ھلته ډير محنتي دي، خو studentsووايمه چې 

semester system works very well and there I don’t know. It may not. 
 

Annual system کې studentsئ ډير محنت ک، semester system زه پخپله   semester 
system student او دلته چې کوم . ، نو ماته دومره پته نه لګي ھلته نه ومهsemester system 

 ډير محنت students تير کړل، نو دلته as a student two semestersلب دلته خو ما مطدی، 
 it is very، نو ئ چې کوم کار کstudents، او ئ کteaching چې کوم  Teachers.ئک



different the way students and teachers work there. . I think that is a 
difference too    

  
 
 
English translation:  
 
Hmm, I mean1 being a teacher [and] a student, I mean, I was a student at the Peshawar 
University and then I was teaching in Peshawar. When I came here to the University of 
Massachusetts, here I observed teaching, students and I mean the education system. So 
there is a huge difference in the education [system] of here [the U.S.] and our [Pakistan’s] 
education [system].  
 
I think the aim of education is to do research. Here [in the U.S.] at the University of 
Massachusetts there is a lot of research happening. At Peshawar University, where I was 
a student, there I mean research; you can say that there was no research. I mean they give 
degrees to students and maybe everyone’s priorities are different. There [in Pakistan] 
students get their degrees, after that, they do whatever they want to. Here [in the U.S.], I 
mean, students are expected in higher education, I mean, to do research, to do something 
new. But there [in Pakistan] this thing does not exist [research does not exist or does not 
take place]. 
 
Most of the universities not only in Peshawar University, but I can tell you that, like  at 
Peshawar [University] at other universities throughout Pakistan it is the same case there 
[in Pakistan]. 
 
But in America [in the U.S.], I mean, I observed it [the research] only at the University of 
Massachusetts, [but] I mean, the amount of research that takes place here, this means that 
there is research at every university. And research I think should be the aim and purpose 
of education. This is what I think.  
 
At Peshawar University, in some departments there is the semester system, but not in all 
departments. Now the newly introduced universities, I mean in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
there are seven to eight new universities [that have been] introduced and established. 
They [the newly established universities] have semester system. Hmm, there [in Pakistan] 
students work hard, but I don’t know exactly. Here [in the U.S.] semester system works 
very well and there I don’t know. It may not.  
 
In the annual system, students work hard. Myself, I was not a semester system student. 
So I don’t know very much. And here [in the U.S.] the semester system, I mean here [in 
the U.S.] I did two semesters as a student, so students work very hard. The way that 
teachers teach, and the [the way] students work so it is very different from the way 
students and teachers work there [in Pakistan]. I think that is a difference too. 
                                                 
1 This is an expression and a filler word. Literally it means “purpose” but in conversation it means “I 
mean”. It is a short word in Pashto )مطلب(  (Matlab). In Pashto the “I” is not said. This filler word is often 
used by some Pashto speaking people in their conversations near the Afghanistan and Pakistan border.  
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